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ABSTRACT

Decrease of public trust to research reactors causes the concern of experts working in this
field. In the paper the reasons of public mistrust to research reactors are given. A new
technology of 99Mo production in the "Argus" solution reactor developed in the Russian
Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute" is presented as an example assisting to eliminate
these reasons. 99Mo is the most widespread and important medical isotope. The product
received employing a new technology completely meets the international specifications.
Besides, the proposed technology raises the efficiency of 235U consumption practically up
to 100 % and allows to use a reactor with power 10 and more times lower than that in the
target technology. The developed technology meets the requirements of the community to
nuclear safety of manufacture, reduction of radioactive waste and non-proliferation of
nuclear materials.

Introduction

RRFM annual conferences held by the ENS allowed to achieve a certain success in the increase of the
understanding degree of research reactors (RR) necessity, both in the scientific societies and at the
political level. At the same time, it is necessary to discuss not only the problems of the RR persistence
but to proceed to a "new" level of discussion - the complex approach to a choice of new nuclear
technologies and as consequence to RR development.

Unfortunately from the beginning of 1990s the tendency to the decrease of public trust to RR,
premature shutdown and refusal to construct new RRs is observed in the world. The principal reason
for this are the community concern about:

the RR nuclear and radiation safety;
employment and proliferation of highly-enriched nuclear materials;
safety in processing and storage of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes.

The new technology of 99Mo production in the"Argus" solution reactor developed in the Russian
Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute" (RRC KI) is proposed as an example of assisting to eliminate
these reasons.

99Mo is the most widespread and important medical isotope. Production of that in necessary quantities
is feasible only by means of extraction from 235U fission products and the research type reactors are
used for these purposes . The satisfaction of public demands for 99Mo can be an important factor
increasing the public interest to RRs and development of those.

The traditional method of "Mo production based on irradiation and processing of uranium targets is
widely spread and protected by the Cintichem, Nordion, etc patents. This method includes the
following stages: fabrication of uranium targets; irradiation of targets in a nuclear reactor; dissolution
of targets; "Mo extraction from uranium and purification from fission products [1,2].
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This method is extremely inefficient from the point of view of uranium use and requires the creation
of the high-flux power reactors, hot cells with improved protection]!].

The analysis of the traditional method of 99Mo production results in the conclusion, that the realization
of that in the RR do not promote the elimination of reasons for the public mistrust.

Really, the majority of sagnificant manufacturers of 99Mo employ highly-enriched uranium (more than
90 % in 235U). During the target irradiation only ~ 0.4 % of uranium is used for 99Mo generation.
Uranium consumed to maintain reactor operation is not employed in the product generation. After
99Mo extraction, 99.6 % of the target uranium goes to waste as a rule. The evidence of this is the fact
that in 1995, the US DOE developing the concept of own production in the SNL, made the following
conclusion:"Uranium will not be recovered either from the solutions or from solid wastes because it is
not economically feasible and impossible to recover it at other DOE recovery sites" [1].

Certainly, there are ways for uranium recycling, but those demand additional expenses and special
technology, increase volumes of radioactive wastes as well as complicate the fabrication of targets.

In the resent years, many countries are striving to proceed to use low-enriched uranium for research
reactors and, in particular, to develop targets with ~ 20 % enrichment in 235U [3, 4]. However, these
targets considerably rank highly-enriched targets in such parameters as 99Mo specific output, total
quantity of irradiated uranium, quantity of radioactive waste and generation of plutonium. The
problem of uranium recycling is also not solved.

Targets are irradiated in research reactor cores with power ranging from 10 up to 40 MW [1]. In this
case, it is necessary to take into consideration the introduction of positive reactivity and heat
generation in the targets. High power of reactors determines their potential danger, limits their location
in the populated regions, complicates licensing issues.

In the traditional method of 99Mo production, a total activity of radioactive waste is determined both
by the activity of targets at each production cycle and by the activity of a nuclear reactor fuel.

As all fission products generated together with 99Mo are present in a target, it is necessary to trap all
generated radioactive inert gases (Kr, Xe) when target is dissolved in hot cells. In particular, on
dissolution of a target in nitric acid there is a sharp release of iodine in the steam - gas phase within a
short time interval. This creates a large loading on system of gas purification of the given manufacture
[2].

In RRC K.I, a new technology of 99Mo production in the "Argus" solution reactor was developed and
tested. This technology can allow not only to meet the public need in 99Mo but also to promote the
elimination of the reasons for public mistrust to RRs.

Development of a New Technology and Creation in the RRC KI of a Demonstration
Complex for 99Mo Production and Extraction from "Argus" Reactor Fuel Solution

"Argus" is a homogeneous solution thermal-neutron reactor (Fig. 1) [5].

The reactor core is the uranyl sulfate water solution enriched up to 90 % in 235U located in a welded
cylindrical vessel with a hemispherical bottom and a flat cover. Vertical "dry" channels are installed in
the vessel: the central and two symmetric peripheral ones. Control and regulation rods are located in
the peripheral channels. The core elements contacting with a fuel solution are made from stainless
steel. The reactor vessel is surrounded with a side and bottom graphite reflectors.

Gaseous products of fuel solution radilysis are regenerated by the system including a catalytic
recombiner, a heat exchanger and pipelines, which together with the vessel forms a sealed system
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excluding the leakage of fission products into the environments. The regeneration system is based on
the principle of the natural circulation of a gas mixture along the circuit.

99»In the course of the new technology development for Mo production in the "Argus" solution reactor
in the RRC KI various organic and inorganic sorbents were investigated and modified for Mo
selective extraction from the fuel solution. The inorganic sorbent based on titanium oxide was chosen,
and studies on 99Mo desorption and purification from fission products were carried out. As a result of
these works, 99Mo purification process was developed that now undergoes tests. To realize this process
a special equipment for remote operations in hot cells was designed and fabricated.

99In order to improve the technology of Mo production the demonstration complex for Mo
production and extraction from the "Argus" reactor fuel solution was created in the RRC KI. A
condensate collector was installed into the reactor regeneration system to accumulate a part of
regenerated water during the reactor power operation. The experimental facility which included a
hydraulic circuit with the necessary equipment, the system for the remote installation of a sorption
column and pumping a fuel solution through as well as a control system was mounted to the reactor.

Installation
system

Hi - O) recombiner

Reactor vessel with UO2SO4

Pump

Reflector
(graphite)

Fig 1. The scheme of a Demonstration Complex on the Basis of the "Argus" Reactor.

The process of Mo production in the solution reactor is carried out as follows.

99The reactor is brought to power and produces Mo in the reactor fuel solution. All uranium required
for maintenance of the reactor power, is spent for Mo production. Then the reactor is shutdown, held
for some time, and then the fuel solution is pumped through the sorption column containing a special
inorganic sorbent based on titanium oxide which provides the first stage of 99Mo extraction from the
bulk of fission products. The fuel solution is returned into the reactor, in this case uranium is not
sorbed. In order to remove completely the fuel solution from the sorption column, it is washed out by
the accumulated regenerated water. The regenerated water is also returned into the reactor. Thus, the
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system remains closed and as a result 99Mo extraction does not cause changes of the composition and
neutron-physical characteristics of the reactor core.

Then the column is disconnected from a reactor and moved to the hot cells where 99Mo desorption and
purification are performed, and the reactor is again brought to power.

The demonstration complex has the following basic characteristics: reactor power - 20 kW,
enrichment - 90 % in U, productivity ~ 200 Ci 6-day Mo per week.

The demonstration complex operation resulted in 99Mo production the quality of which was analyzed
by experts from RRC KI. The quality of produced 99Mo was confirmed by the independent test in
West Europe. Results of the analysis are given in Table I.

During 99Mo production in the solution
reactor all unconsumed uranium is returned
into the reactor core and is used in the next
production cycles. With this method of
9Mo production, the efficiency of uranium

consumption, improved by two orders in
comparison with the traditional method and
comes to 100 %. Besides, the necessity of
uranium processing and fabrication of
targets is eliminated.

The solution reactor technology allows to
use the uranyl sulfate water solution with
the enrichment less than 20 % in 235U that
meets the IAEA requirements, solves a
problem of non-proliferation and allows
develop this technology in the different
countries.

Table I
Results of the analysis 99Mo

Test

Alfa Impurity
Total Alfa/99Mo

Beta Impurity
S9Sr/99Mo
90Sr/99Mo

Gamma Impurity
13lI/"Mo

103Ru/99Mo

Other Gamma, Beta
Total/99Mo
l32Te/99Mo

133I/99Mo
126Sb/99Mo

European
specifications

< 1.0-10"9

<6.0-10"7

<6.0-10"8

<5.0-10"5

<5.0-10"5

< 1.0-10"4

Result

1.4-10-10

6.4-10"9

6.4-10"10

1.1-10"5

0.9-10"6

<1.0-10"4

4.4-10"5

3.4-10"7

2.7-10"7

On " M o production in the solution reactor, a total activity of radioactive wastes is determined only by
the activity of the reactor fuel, which power (and activity) 10 and more times lower than that of
traditional reactor.

It should be noted that radioactive inert gases generated during uranium fissioning leave the solution
due to radiolitical boilings and are localized in the regeneration system where they decay. This process
has been investigated and confirmed experimentally [6]. Thus, on the sorption column processing in
hot cells there is only a part of gaseous fission products that determines abatement of production
ecological danger.

The technology proposed by the RRC KI allows to employ the solution reactor with power 10 and
more times lower in comparison with that of the traditional reactor. This reduces the production
potential danger as well as possible consequences in case of an accident with the release of radioactive
materials into the environments.

Besides, the solution reactor has an inherent safety determined by the negative power reactivity effect,
by the opportunity of cooling down due to the natural air convection, by the lack of local overheatings,
low temperature of the solution (up to 90°C) and pressure in the reactor vessel (below the atmospheric
one). There are also no problems of fuel "swelling" during the campaign in the solution reactor.

A twenty year operating experience of the "Argus" reactor demonstrates a practical absence of
radiating loadings on the personnel and environment, safe operation at any unplanned malfunctions of
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the equipment and mistakes of the personnel and the opportunity to locate the reactor in the populated
regions.

Thus, the developed technology of 99Mo production is capable not only to meet the public need in
99Mo but also to promote the elimination of the reasons for the public mistrust to research reactors.
This is the fact that explains the interest of our partners in the development of this technology, both the
private (TCInternational Inc., Albuquerque, US) and federal ones (US DOE, Argonne National
Laboratory), as well as the attractiveness of this project for young experts. The participation of young
generation may play an important role in the ensuring of public trust and further progress of research
reactors.

As the following stage of work in the RRC KI in this line of RR employment there will be a project on
the creation of the technological module consisting of the reactor facility and hot cells, with the
following basic characteristics: reactor power - 100 kW, enrichment < 20 % in 235U, productivity ~
1000 Ci 6-day 99Mo per week.

Conclusions

1. The new technology of 99Mo production in the "Argus" solution reactor wss developed and
experimentally tested in RRC KI. 99Mo sample, produced in the RRC KI, completely satisfies the
adopted international specifications.

2. The proposed technology allows to improve the efficiency of 235U consumption practically up to
100 % and also to use the reactor with power 10 and more times lower than that used in the
traditional technology.

3. The developed technology allows to improve the safety level of 99Mo production and to reduce
the quantity of radioactive wastes that promotes the elimination for the reasons of public mistrust
to research reactors.

4. The new technology may transfer 99Mo production to the use of only low-enriched uranium that
also meets the public interests.
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